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13ealth risks for the current U.S nuclear fuel cycle and for an illustrative partitioning and
transmutation (P-T) fuel cycle based on LMR technology are calculated and compared. Health risks
for the P-T fuel cycle are calculated for all non-reactor fuel cycle steps, including reprocessing,
transportation and high-level waste dsposaL  Uranium mining and milling health risks have been
updated to indude recent Occupatioml injury and d=th statisti=,  ~d the radiological health risk of
the uranium mining overburden to the general public In additio~ the radiological health risks for
transportation have been updated to include Iatenet  cancer fatalities associated with both normal
transport and accidenk Given the assumptions of the study, it is shm that the deployment of an
Uvf&based  P-T system is expected to reduce overall nuclear fuel cycle health risk An emnomic
value is assigned to these health risk benefits based upon recent economics literature on the public’s
williqness to pay (WTP) to reduce the risk of morbklity and premature mortality.

INTRODUCTION

llw projected impact ofr& advanced fuel cycle concept on the environment and on the public
health is a major criterion by which. the concept will be judged Recent evaluations by Chan~,
Pigfo*2Fo~3 andRamspott4 havefxattention  ontheimpactof partitioning-transmutation
(P-T) fuel cgdca on the health and envirorunedai  impacts of a high-level waste (HLW) repository.
Howwer, the implementation of P-T technology would alter much more than the characteristics of
HLW reporting to a reposito~. Ind@ P-T l%el cycles involve the operation of reprocessing plan%
~t reactor syst~ and diilerent levels of tint-end fiel cycle operatio= all of which can be
_ to m- tie h~~ and e-nmentil impacts of nuclear energy.

Recent work by Michaek? has addressed the issue of the impact of a specific P-T concepg
the advanced liquid metal reactor (ALMR)/iitegral fast reactor (IFR) system, on nuclear fuel eyde
kakh risks. The major mnclusion of this study was that recycle of actinides  based on these
technologies has the potential  to reduce the overall tiel cycle health rislq and that the magnitude of
this beneficial irnpaet appears to be much greater than the entire health risk attributed to the
geologic repository.

This paper builds on this previous work and attempts to eared some of its limitations. A
major limitation of the prior work was the absence of any consideration of transportation health risks
to the general publk In this paper, we caiculate  transportation health risks for the current U.S.
nuclear fbeI cycle and pment estimates of the modiied health risk associated with a P-T fuel @c
A second Iiitation was the outdated nature of some of the basis assumptions for the health impacts.
This paper updates the following assumptions.

*Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., under contract DE-ACX)5-840R-21400  with
the Us- Department of Energy.
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● Radiation dose factors, whictihad been based on the values recommend~ by the 1980 report
of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) ~mrnittee on the Biological  Effkcts of Ion~g
Radiation (BEIR III)C values, are now based on the values recommend~ in the 1990 report
by the same NAS Committee (BEIR V)?

● HLW reposito~ health impacts now reflect recent performance assessment studies for the
proposed Yucca Mountain site.

● lle health effects of nixing accidents have been updated to include recent U.S minkg
accident incidence data.

● Radioactive releases tkom the waste rock discarded from uranium mining operations have
been rtxxmtly estimated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and are now
included.

FUEL CYCLE DIWINITfONS

lle tsvo fuel cycles to be studied are defined below.

1. The LWR on-ugh fuel @c This is the currently existing U.S. nuclear fuel eyele in
which unprocessed spat fuel is empla=d  in a geologic repository. No nxycle of uranium
or transuranic elements occurs. The light-water reactors (LWRs) in this fuel cycle and in the
actinide burning flml cycle are assumed to be loaded with 4-2% enriched U02 fiel and
operated at fuei bumups of 50,000 MWCUMT.

2 The AIJAR fid @e with uranium recyc.k The ALMR deployment level is defined to be
one that results in 2170 of nuclear electricity production ocewring in AIJUIls and the
remaining 79% of electricity production occurring in LWRS.  This fuel cycle is illustrated in
J?& L Spent LWR fuel is removed tim inventoty and repressed as in a eentmlized  LWR-
actinide recycle @WR-AR) phm~ The separation technology used in the IJWR-AR plant
is not defin~ but it is assumed to have re!eases of radioactive eflluertts  similar to a standard
aqueous pkmt. The recoved uranium is assumed to be converted to UF@ reenrich~  and
recycled as fuel to LWRS.  The recovered transuranics  are used as fuel in anALh@ defined
in n%k 8 and 9, with a colocated pyrochemica! processing plant as desca-ii in
retk 10 and $1. The processing plan~ called the IFR facility, includes cm-site facilities for
fabrication and reprocessing of the ALMR metal fue~ ‘Ihe ALMR/Hl complex is assumed
to continuously recycle its own spent fue~ with HLW streams bearing fis40n produets and
trace quantities of transuranics reporting to the repository. ‘l%e ALMR is assumed to operate
as a “burner,” with a breeding ratio of 0.85.

lmAIxEIRIsKBAsIs

A regulatory basis for quanti&ing the health risks of the nuclear fuel cycle has been
established by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommiAon (NRC), and is given in 10 CFR 51.52
Table S-3}2 This table provides assumptions on environmental considerations, including releases for
a uranium fhel cycle that includes spent kel reprocessing and uranium recycle to LWRS. These
emi&ons have been evaluated and translated into health impacts for the NRC by Gotchy.*3  Gotchy
also provides estimates of occupational health risks, based upon a variety of other sources. The
Gotchy results for the nuclear fuel cycle health risks are used in submissions to the NRC and are
standard in the industry because of the detailed level of documentation and because of the breadth
and depth of review that his study has received.
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The results of this NRC heaith  risk study are used as a starting point for our calculations.
Incremental modifications to th=e r=ults are performed to supply missing entries  (as in the case of
transportation health impacts on the general public) and to update bases in those instan=s where
more recent information is available.

NRGGotchy Study Basis. The fuel cycle steps assumed by Gotchy for the NRC are summarized
below.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Uranium mining production was assumed to be two-thirds below-ground mines and one-third
open-pit mining. Mtig accident incidence data were based on a 1977 National Academy
of Sciences report.14
Uranium milling and ore refining to produce uranium oxide. A key environmental
consideration is the persistent release of radon gas fmm the uranium mill tailings piles.
Conversion of uranium oxid~ U~Og, to uranium hexafluoride+  UF6, to provide feed for
uranium isotopic enrichment.
Isotopic enrichment of UF6 to attain 3.2% ‘U assay. A ‘U tails assay of 03% is assumed.
Fabrication of nuclear reactor fuel as U02

Irradiation of fuel in an LWR to a burnup of 33,000 MMkW
Repmessing irradiated fuel in a plant utilizing the PUREX solvent extraction method. This
plant is assumed to release 100% of the tritiunL ‘KG and 14C in the reprocessed spent fieL
Recovered uranium is mnverted to UF6 for refeeding through the gaseous diflhsion plant for
re.enrichment and recycle to LWRS.
DKposal of HLW in a geological (salt) repository.
Transportation activiti~ ~associated with moving materials to and from each of the above
operations. Only occupational health eff’ associated with radiation exposures and
accidents were considered No health effects to the general public were mnsidered.

Modi6cations to the NRC/GOtchyStudy Basis An important modiibtion to theNRC/Gotchy results
is the addition of transportation health risks to the general publi~ as well as the recalculation of
transportation health risks to the occupational work foraz Because of the complexity of these
calcukttioq  they will be dkussed in a separate section of the paper, immediately following this one
Iisted below are the other modifications to the study.

● Nonradiological occupational mortality and injury data for mining and milling in the
NlKX30tchy report are based upon industrial experience dating from the mid-197k
However, significant revisions to uranium mining practice have been implemented since that
tima We have reviewed uranium mining and milling accident incidence data as compiled for
the Department of Labor‘-19 for the years 1985-1989 (data for 1990 and later years are not
yet available). Combining this with published teports of the quantities of U~08 produced
during those y-we have arrived at the following mortaIity and injtuy inadence rates per
100 m u30g produced.

?~ y
Nonradiologicd occupational deaths (per 100 MI’ U30J

- .Nonradiologicd occupational morbidity (per 100 MT U~OJ 0:936 0.722

These values are almost an order of magnitude lower than the values used in the NRC study.

● Radiation releases associated with the uranium mining overburden are not included in the
NR(2/Gotchy study, but have recently been estimated by the EPAm These releases, mostly
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Table 1. Short-term reprocessing plant hcallh risk tu the gcncriil  population’

LWR-AR plant lFR plant

Slan&m.1  plttnt
health risk Nuclidc  inventory Health risk Nudide  invcnwy Heirl[h risk
[moftdity/, rdativc to [mortalltyl relative to \mortalityl
aw(e)-yctq stan~tird plant Ow(cj-yq standard  plant (3 W(e)-yearl

“ c

8$Kr

TR Us

OIINM FPs

ToIui  risk

0.0552

0.0414

0.0068

0.0024

0.0036

().()006

().0002

0.110

().59 0.0322

1,0 ().0414

0.54 0S)006

().04 <0.0001

().85 0.003

l.O ().(X)3

1,() m

0,078

1.15 0,0126

<0.(x)l <().()001

(),72 0.0008

1.04 0S)024

1.25 (),()()44

15.() ().()(182

1.0 (),()002

().()286

‘Cooling times: standard plant = 160 d, LWR.AR  plant = 10 year, IFR plant = 2,25 year. Kr-85 fractional release is 0.15 in
LWR-AR, lFR cases, 1.0 In standard case. Tritium release fraction is 0.20 in WI? case, o[hcnvise,  it is 1.0.



radium and radon, will persist over a period >1000 years because of the long-half  livm of the
thorium and uranium parent nuclides. Adjusting the EPA estimates to a looo-yfir  integratd
dose, the latent cancer mortality rate due to the mining overburden k =timat~  to be 0.006
per 100 MT UJ08.

The NRC#Gotchy study uses radiation dose factors that have since been SUpXS~~ by further
analysis. The NAS repoz7 mmmonly called the BEIR V repor4 gives statistics on the
number of cancer deaths and genetic effeets expeeted to occur born a continuous exposure
of 1 rem per year from age 18 through 65. Thii value results in a risk factor of 4.0x 104
latent can=r fatalities ~) per person-rem that is most applicable to occupational
exposures. The 13EIR V report also considers the number of canwr deaths expected to occur
horn a continuous lifetime exposure of 0.1 remlyear, which results in a risk factor of 5.0 x IQ4
I.CFs per person-rem that is most applicable to exposures to the geueral  public Both of
these risk factors were used in this study depending upon whether the exposure was to
VWMkem or the general Populatkm

13etiticms  of reproccshg  plant k.akh effects are needed Rx both tie LVVIt-.Al%  and IKR
reprocessing  plain. Our methodology Fof defining reprocessing  plant health efkcts Mlaws
ME m.ehdo~ogy  descrii.  in Appendix.4 d refl 5. The due CM the health eflixis wsed “by
tkw ?~CYC$cxchy for the *standard’ repmc=ing plant does EKX apply @ tie IIZR reprocessing
@an! kx several reasons. lTksF-. tie AIJvlR fu~ will ha=e. difkrent hwentones of the key
rzdkmutides than was assumed for the LIVI? fuel in the standard reprocessing phnt.
Seam.dly, the pyrometalhsrgicd  prcwxses MS&d in the I&R plant make CdXt.icm of Witiurrq
$%&’.  $md w relatively st@htfcjrwt@  thus, K’de.ase  fraetkns for these Uuciides  can be
exp~.xcc to be lower thah b the standard plant ease where they me 1.0. Tim LWR-AR  pkam.
m-ay ‘k either aqueous or ncmwymcm.s  Kzhnelogy, but its health c$fec$s will also be diffkxem
tk?w th~: sandal-d plant defined in the NRc study for wm rem

m% . . ,,+e . . . a.$. A“ .!.d, ~: ml-i pklnt assumes md.icm?dide  imxmmrie$  .rmAsferli,  wi:k Em fiel bu.?mup  dues
of W .kW%: .I@W/MT and l~%!-d pn?paeessklg time i%”iwreew i%. L%A’R”AR plan? &ask is
~1:~*-j La *. ~,~~ ~$*&y fuel lm.rnllp and. It? yemx pmpwx?ssirlg time’

The T3+- “%. has pmnmigated a mguk.timk  a Cm{ 190 Subpart %= thak effectively iimt$ h$t’
*~g.; fe.ie:ases tc abclut 15%? d; ths ~sxr iuwmtcn y L! a rqmxxaswg pianc Tizw it appean
uwy~-xmable m assume 100% mims~ O*M evaluation as wnes thd maximum ‘SKI $dease
f.y~[;tigg ~Jf $. fi%,. Tie l%2&W3fX&Sik>~  @@ ZK~Ul~~ti~&% ~~~ @’~Z  k ~~bk ~

T?w 3W~dG0t&~ SRKIY bmi WI Kk maw  UV~MXAO~ M-e Nxdiit  .Ae!+ Nmx “de disk. d “&r
“kg. ?’y,kc.”whw  g-e~m-~ the. -Yu:m Mmn’t%l:ifi  $&c” !h :Newd? bwi +ixxm Se.kx&d as the ‘pa.aitti. .
m..~j,!.y.y $@ ~~~ ~~ -k Kerati.!R. has q@eam’d tcm rqtktmy &g.YAixmriwe< :-
ck t%= 9&ent sfmcks at Sadia Natiorta! Mxwatcqf,m it appears EIMU kM.12 d%kd~ fl~=
LWR spent fud emplaced iR a Yucca Mountain repository are expected to be cioxrthxated  by
rt%xses d 14C as gaseous CO and CD= l’k rekases  of ~4C are given in ref.. 22 as probability
cw.ves in WAS of the fkacticmal  total rqmsitory rekase hnitt These probabilistic re~u-
curves have beet integrated and ccmverted into estimates of rekased curies by using the
ddirmd values of the EPA attainment release hits.= These. projected reh3aSeS were then
converted into iong-term health effects using the EPA conversion factom24  and B131R V7 dose
factors. The result of these calculations is a mortality risk of 0.008 per GWe-year for the
LWR once-through fuel cycle KLW from reprocessing plants is expected to contain 14C in
an immobilized form and, thus, this gasm~ release  mode will not apply- A mortality risk
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value of .co.001 is assumed
magnitude of other projected

for reprc)msing plant HLW based upon insp=tion  of the
repository releas~ in the Sandia performance assessment.

TRANSPORTATION RISK ASSESSMENT

A significant omission from the NRC basis study is the lack of estimates Of health  risk to the
geaeral public due to nuclear fuel cyeie transportation operations. To correct thii omissiom we have
performed a transportation risk assessment for both subjeet fhel eyeles, amounting for radiation
exposures to the public from incident-ke transportation and from transportation accidents.
Owupational radiation exposures to the transportation crew are also calculated.

The radionuclide inventories were calculated using the 0RIGEN2~ cod% and radiation dose
rates external to shipping packages were estimated for each type of shipment in the fuel cycle.
Locations for the fuel cycle facilities were defied. Actual sites for existing production facilities were
assumed for fiontad  faalities such as min~  milk anversion  plan@ enrichment plants, and UOZ
fiei fabrication fd.itics  ‘l%e LWR site was defined to be Wtigto~ Ohio, which was chosen
because it is close to the geographic center of US nueiear facilities. The LWR reprocessing plant
was assumed to be at B- South Cad.@ and the ALMR faeiiitiq including the eolocated  XFl?
reprocessing facility, were assumed to be sited at CoIumbi~ South Carolina. The HLW repository
site was taken to be Yucca Mountai~ Nevada.

For eaeh fuel @e transportation step, mileages were estimated and divided into rural
keway, rural non-fkeeway, suburb- and urban categories using the HIGHWAY computer model.=
The RADTRAN IV computer lnodeln was used to model both the incident-fke  radiological
exposure and the consequences of mdiologicid  releases due to severe accidents The incident-free
risks are dependent on the radiation dose rate fium the shipmeu~ number of shipmen~  package
dimensio- route distance, vehicle velocity, and population densities along the travel routes. ‘Ihe
accident risks are dependent upon the radiological inventory, accident severity, probability of
occurrence for each accident category, and the amount of inventory rel- aeroso~ and
inhal~ as well as the d~pexsibility of the waste form. Table 2 shows the health effect results of
these calculations for the ALlkfll act.inide burning fuel cycie The incident-free general public
radiation doses arise in the calculations mostly during periods when the transportation vehicle is
parked at rest stops.

Summary results of statistical deaths attributable to nuclear transportation operations are
shown for the two fuel cycles in Table 3. Note that transportation risk is dominated by the transport
of LWR spent fuel Spent fuel is highly radioactive and accidents involving spent fud include
scenarios in which volatile fission pmkt.s  are assumed to be released. Transportation operations
immiving HLW involve radioactivity inventories that are comparable to spent fiml but are estimated
to pose less health risk because the radionuclides are immob~i in the waste mat& thus, resulting
in low releases in all accident scenarios.

Table 3 shows a lower overall health risk associated with the actinide  recycle system as
compared to the LWR once-through system. This result is caused by the fact that LWR fuel
shipments to the HLW repository are assumed to involve more mileage than LWR shipments to a
reprocessing plant. Although not necessarily truq this assumption is felt to be reasonable. The
repository by its nature is located in a remote seetion of the United States, whereas a reprocessing
plant might be heated at relatively shorter distances from the majority of the operating LWRs.
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Table 2 Summary of the transportation rfsk assessment for the LWR/ALMR  fuel qcle with uranium reqde’

Radiological latent cancer fatalities per (3W(e)-yesrb

Incident-free risk Accident risk
● Maximum individual,.

Fuel cycle stage Crw Total population~ Total population radiation dose’ (rem)

Milling ~ UjOa conversion

U,OB conversion - enrichment
Enrichment - LWR fuel fabrication
LWR fuel fabrication - LWR
LWR - rcpositmy
LWR - LWR reprocessing

LWR repromsing * repository

LWR reprocessing * ALMR fadlhks
LWR reprocesshtg ~ U-metal conversion

U-metal conversion * enrichment

233 x I(Y
5.49 x NY
3.90 x 104

1.07 x 104

1.20 x 10-’

3.36 X 104
8.84 X 107
4.84 X 104

1.94 x 104

2.03 X 104
4.78 X 10S

3.39 x 10s

‘9.31 x 10-’

1.05 x 103

2.93 X 101

7.70 x 104

4.23 x 10s

1.69 X 10~

3,98 X 10°

2.01 x 10*

3.97 x 104

1.51 x 101’

1.74 x 10-2

3.68 X 104
4,87 X 10~
2.90 X 10’0

6.55 X lti

4,68 X 10’

2,77 X 10’

2!21 x 10”7

4.83 X 10”$

4,83 X 10A

3.48 X 106

2,95 X 10”7

2.08 X 10”’

9.82 X 10”6

ALMR facilitks - repositow 3.36 X lfl’ 293 X 101 9.25 x 104 3.48 X 106

‘Transportation risks were calculated using RADTRAN version 4,0.13 dated October 27, 1992 Au%ss to RADTRAN IV was furnished on the
TRANSNET  MkroVAX computer by the DOE’s Transportation Technology Center at Sandia National Laboratories.

b The number of radiological LCFS statistically expected to occur from the calculated exposures was estimated using a conversion factor of 4.0x 104 LCFS per
person-rem for occupational exposures and 5.0 x ld LC!Fk per person-rem for exposures of the general public.7

‘ The crew size was assumed to be two persons.
d The incident-free risk to the total population does not include the risk to the crew.
‘ The maximum individual radiation dose assumes a hypothetical individual located 30 m adjacent to the roadway during the shipment of the entire

radiological inventory. d



Table 3. SUmnm-y  of the transportation risk assessment for two fuel cycles’

Radiological latent can=r fatalities
for both incident-free and accident

risk per GW(e)-year

Actixide-buming
Fuel qcle stage Once-through with U-reqcle

Milling _ USOg conversion

U303 mnvemion _ enrichment

Enrichments LWR fuel fabrication

LWR fuei fabrication _ LWR

LWR _ reposito~

LWR _ LWR reprocessin~

LWR reprocessing_ repository

LWR reprocessing Q ALMR facilities’

LWR reprocessing_ U-metal conversion. .
U-metal conversion ~ enrichment.
ALMR facilities - repository

3.01 x 104

9.73 x 10-5

4.18 X 10-s

L(M x 10s

6.08 x 10-2

226 x lo~

734 x 10-s

4.18 X 10-s

1.04 x 10-5

1.86 x 1O-*

3.63 x 10-3

5.73 x 10-5

4.71 x 10-s

2.s4 x 10-s

4.19 x 1(F

TOTXL RISK FOR EACH FUEL CYCLE 6.13 X 102 Z69 X I&z

%hipment quantities are for a fuel cycle that produces 1,000 MW of electrical power.
‘Assumes that LWR fuel stomge is provided for at the reactor site and/or the LWR reprocessing

plant with no separate storage fdity.
‘~ facilities include the ALMR reaetor, ALMR reprocessing plan$ and the ALMl? fiel

fabrication fkility, which are located at the same geographic location.
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Another key assumption that underlies the health risk dfferen~ between the LWR on@-
through and actinide burning fuel cyck.$ k the assumption that the ALh4R fuel rePro=ing  and
fabrication facilities will be colocated  with the reactors. The reasonablen=s of this ~umption is
debatable. Future work is planned to examine the transportation risks associat~ with actinide
burning systems which involve centralized metal fuel reprocessing/fabrication plants.

RINJLm AND DISCUSSION

The calculated health impacts for the LWR once-through fuel cycle and for the actinide
burning fuel cycle are shown in Tables 4 and 5. As can be seen in these tabl~ both radiological and
nonradiological  health effects to the general population are dominated by the front-end fuel cycle
facilities. The major radiological risks result km releases of radon gas and radium-bearing airborne
particulate from uranium mines, liquid releases of ‘Ra from milling operations and persistent
releases of radon gas from mill tailings piles.

This conclusion is not surprising. Uranium demy daughtexs such as ~ ‘R% and ~
are known to be highly toxic. In fitc~ the EPA calculates that these nuclides are about 20 times more
toxic than @utonium nuclides as measured on a basis of health impacts per curie released over land.%
This toxicity arises fi-om the fact that radium is water soluble, which allows it to migrate through the
biosphere. Upon ingestion, radium is a bone-seeker. Radium in the environment decays to
radioactive radon which as a heavy g- is mobile and poses an ingestion hazard. By contras~
plutonium and most other transurani~ are re!ativdy insoluble an~ thq have limited mobility in the
biosphere Uranium ore bodies are dstinguiskd ilom uranium elsewhere  in the fuel @e in that
there has been ample time in the ore body for the thorium and radium decay daughters to buiId up
to their secular equilibrium values. These large levels of toxic decay daughtem cause the handling
and refining of uranium during the mining and nd!ing steps to be relatively more hazardous than any
other fuel ejde operation.

This obsewation is central to the results of thii paper. Currently, there are two sources of
fissile inventoq that maybe exploited for nuclear fuek (1) uranium ore bodi~ and (2) spent fuel
inventories. Mining of uranium ore bodies ocars out in the envircmmenq  %nining” (or reprocessing)
of spent .!%el inventories occurs in well-shielded engineered structures. Radioactive wastes fkom
uranium ore processing, such as the mining overburden and mill taili.n~ am left at the surfa~
radioactive wastes from reprocessing are more compact ant thus, can be more easily immobilized and
buried in engineered waste forms.

Occupational radiation health effects are also highest in the front-end of the fuel cycle. In
the case of uranium mine~ the risks are predominately caused by the inhalation of gaseous ‘RrL
In uranium milling, most of the occupational dose results from whole-body exposures to externai
radiation sources.

Nonradiological  occupational health risks from accidents are also reported in Tables 4 and 5.
The mortality risk is dominated by mining accidents. Nonradiological occupational morbidity is
dominated by mining and milling in@i~ usually involving damage to extremitks, and by chronic
mining and milling diseases relating to noise (auditory loss), rnechankal vibrations (osteoarthritis), and
dust inhalation. With the sole exception of external radiation exposures, none of these occupational
mortality and morbidity sources are expected to be found in a reprocessing plant.
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Table 4, Summary of potential health dsks among the total U.S. population per GW(e)-year
for the once-through LWR fiel qcle, assuming 1000-year dose commitments

Occupational mortality Cleneral public Injury and disease
mortalities Total

Radiological
Total injury

Source of risk Nonradiological (radiolo@?al) mortality Occupational Oerteral and disease
public

Uranium mining

Uranium milling

UF6 conversion

Enrichment
Fuel fabrication

Power generation

Transportation

Reprocessing

Waste
management

Catastrophic
accident

0.222

0.176

0.001

0.002

0.054

0.092

0.001
.
●

0.017

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.01

0.01
a

0.44 “ .,
0.30

0.076

<0.001

<0;001
0.028
0,061

.

0,008

0.04

0.679

0.476

0.077

-0.002

0,054

0.130

0.072

.

0.008

0,04

23

108

5.0

0.17

0.58

1.66

<0.001

0.002

0,06

0.10
●

.

0.016

9

2.9

3.4

0.001
0,002
.

5.1

0.17
.

0.016

0.15

TOTAIS O.s# 0.037 0.953 1.54 9.2 242 11.7

‘These values are not currently available, but they are expected to be smatl relative to three presented.



Table 5. Summary of polcntlal health risks among the totat U.S. population per ~W(e)-year
for the ALMR thl cycle wtlh uranium rcqclc, assuming 1000-year dose commitmema

Occupational morlality Ckxtcral  ublic
f

lnjuty and disease
mortal tics Total

Radiological
Total injury

Source of risk Nonradiological (Mdlo!ogleal) mortality Occupational General and disease
Public

Uranium mining

Uranium milling

UFA conversion

Enrichment

Fuel fabrication

Power generation

Transportation

Reprocessing

Waste
management

Calast rophic
accident

0.132

0.104

0.001

0.002

0.044

0.092

0.001
0.002
i

0.010

<0.001

<0.oot

<0.001

<0,001

0.01

0401
a

1

0.261

0.178

0.061

<0,001

<0.001

0.028

0.027

0.068

<0.001

0.04

0.402
., 0,282

0.062

0.002

0.044

0,130

0.038

0.109

<0.001

0.04

1.4

1.07
&

so

0.17

0.01
s

9

0.34

0,98

<0.001

0.002

0.05

0.10,
1

0.12

<0.001

1.74

2.05

0.001

0s)02

.

5.1

0+17

0.13

<0.001

0,15

lllTAl~ 0,378 0.03 0.663 1.07 7.6S 159 9.24

%ese vaiues  are not currentfy wai!able, hut they are eqxctcd to be small eeiative  to those presented,



Comparison of the results of Tables 4 and 5 show that the deployment of actinide burning
systems resulk- in reduced levels of operation of uranium front-end fuel cycle facilities. 91e net
impact is an overall reduction in fuel cycle deaths of about 31% and in fuel cycle morbidity of about
21%.

Another key assumption affecting the fuel cycle risk reduction is the extent to which actinide
burning systems are deployed. Figure 2 shows the total fuel cycle mortality risk associated with
ALMl? deployment leveL The endpoint ~rr=ponding to zero deployment of ALMRs represents
the current LWR on-through fuel cycle. The scenario of 100% deploymen~ with mmplete
phaseout of the LWR technology, corresponds to the other endpoint of the eutves. In this last
scenario, the short-term fuel cycle risk is redu~ by 60% from the current LWR once-through
scenario.

It should be noted that at deployment levels above 21%, it is assumed that the ALMI?
breeding ratio is increased above 0.85, reaching a value of LO (break-en) at the 100% deployment
levd This assumption auxxmts for some of the nonlinearity in the cue shown in Fig. Z

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are made.

● Nuclear fuel cycle health risks are currently dominated by tint-end uranium facilities.
Deployxnentof an MXWpyroreprocessing  P-T fuel cycle will redu= dependence on uranium
mines and mills as a sourck of fiiile material an~ thus, reduce the overall nuclear fuel cycle
health risk

● In standard environmental assessments, reprocessing plant health risk is predominately due
to tritiuq 14~ and ‘Kr, all of which are assumed to be 100q~ released to the environment.
Very little risk is attributed to the presence of transuranic elements in the reprocessing plant.
The ALMR reprocessing plant health risk is expected to be lower due to the plans to recover
radioactive gas= and due to the absence of significant quantities of 14C in the metal fueL

o Health risk from transportation operations is significant as compared to other fuel cycle steps
and should be mnsidered  in health risk estimates. The P-T systems that were examined had
transportation risks that were comparable to (and slightly lower than) the LWR once-through
system Transportation risk is dominated by spent fuel shipments because of the quantities
of volatile fission product mmpounds involved. Shipments of HLW involve comparable
radioactivity Ieve& but pose health risks that are orders of magnitude lower because the
HLW form effectively immobilizes the tilon  products, thus minimiig releases in accident
scenarios.
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